Neural Network, Software Development Opportunity

We're looking for a Masters or PhD student who is highly capable, curious and interested in neural networks and deep learning. We're working on a project with the potential for an exciting future opportunity for the right student.

Duties:

Programming in python or matlab.
Training a neural network.

Start Date: As soon as possible
End Date: Indefinite
Compensation: Hourly rate + bonus + other
Hours: 15-20+ hours per week

Team members:

Hamid Eghbalnia. Hamid is a mathematician, with appointments as an assistant professor at the University of Cincinnati and UW. He's been working on machine learning algorithms since the '80's.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/hamid-r-eghbalnia-41817164

Dave Kruse: Dave is CEO of www.goaugment.io and has been involved in the startup community for many years.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/davekruse

Please email Dave at dave.kruse@goaugment.io, if you're interested. Thank you.